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Abstract
The study explores the role of ice-phase microphysics and convection for the better simulation of Indian summer monsoon 
rainfall (ISMR) and monsoon intraseasonal oscillation (MISO). Sensitivity experiments have been performed with coupled 
climate model- CFSv2 using different microphysics (with and without ice phase processes) and convective [Simple Arakawa 
Schubert (SAS), new SAS (NSAS)] parameterization schemes. Results reveal that the ice phase microphysics parameteriza-
tion scheme performs better in the simulation of active and break composites of the ISMR as compared to ice-free runs. The 
difference between ice (ICE) and ice-free run (NOICE) can be attributed to the availability of copious cloud condensate at 
the upper level. Better representation of upper-level cloud condensate in ICE run (i.e., with ice phase microphysics) leads 
to correct representation of specific humidity in active and break spells. Proper depiction of upper-level cloud condensate 
further leads to realistic modulation of atmospheric circulation and better simulation of convection (as represented by OLR) 
in active and break spells of ICE run. As a result, better simulation of active and break occurs in the ICE run. In contrast, 
NOICE run (i.e., with warm phase microphysics) fails to depict upper-level cloud condensate in the active phase. It leads 
to an improper representation of specific humidity. Circulation features are also unrealistic, and convection is suppressed in 
the active phase. As a result, the active phase is not adequately simulated in the NOICE run. NOICE run composites during 
active spells depict the overestimation of the ascending branch of Hadley circulation as compared to MERRA reanalysis, 
which is relatively better in ICE run. NOICE run composites during active spells depict the overestimation of the ascending 
branch of Walker circulation as compared to MERRA reanalysis, which is further improved in ICE runs. The north–south 
space–time spectra of daily rainfall anomaly are also better captured by ICE run as compared to NOICE run. Results indi-
cate that ice-phase processes are more important for capturing the difference between active and break composites, while 
convection parameterization is relatively more important for the intraseasonal variance analyses. Further improvements in 
ice microphysics parameterization with better convection schemes in models will be helpful for the betterment of MISO and 
will lead to the improved simulation of monsoon.

1 Introduction

The interannual variability (IAV) of the Indian Summer 
Monsoon (ISM) rainfall (ISMR) has a significant impact on 
the socio-economic conditions of the people in this region 
(Parthasarathy et al. 1988; Gadgil 2007). The Indian summer 
monsoon is a coupled climate system (Webster et al. 1998). 
Therefore, the coupled global land–atmosphere-ocean model 
is essential for the simulation of the ISM climate (Wang 
2005; Chaudhari et  al. 2013) on the sub-seasonal (i.e., 
active-break cycles) to seasonal time scales. The seasonal 
mean monsoon rainfall is the sum of contributions from vig-
orous sub-seasonal oscillations (i.e., active and break spells) 
and synoptic disturbances that form within the sub-seasonal 
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spells (Saha et al. 2019). In the temporal domain, the mon-
soon intraseasonal oscillations (MISOs) are dominated by 
30–60 days and 10–20 days modes. The northward propa-
gation of 30–60 days mode and westward propagation of 
10–20 days mode are essential characteristics of ISMR. 
Several studies have pointed out that improvements in the 
skill of ISMR by coupled global climate models (CGCMs) 
are very marginal, and the skill score remains significantly 
below the potential limit of predictability (e.g., Krishna 
Kumar et al. 2005; Rajeevan et al. 2012). However, a recent 
study (Saha et al. 2019) has pointed out that higher ISMR 
skills in the coupled model can be achieved by improving 
ISM subseasonal fluctuations through improvements in 
model physics.

There are several complex multi-scale processes, which 
includes the large-scale moisture convergence as well 
as microphysical processes of raindrop formation (e.g., 
autoconversion, rain accretion, snow accretion, and melt-
ing) (Zhao and Carr 1997; Sundqvist et al. 1989; Tao and 
Moncrieff 2009; Hazra et al. 2015, 2016), govern the total 
rainfall. Hence, lack of knowledge of cloud processes and 
precipitation physics on the MISO scale is one of the major 
deficiencies in simulating the observed MISOs by the cli-
mate models (Kumar et al. 2017; Hazra et al. 2017a, b). 
Hong et al. (2004) found that modifications in the ice micro-
physical processes may result in a more realistic distribution 
of clouds. Stratiform rain is very much associated with the 
formation of cloud condensate, particularly the cloud ice and 
mixed-phase hydrometeors (Liu et al. 2007; Fu et al. 2011; 
Kumar et al. 2014; Field and Heymsfield 2015). Therefore 
stratiform rain has a large impact on ISMR (e.g., Rajeevan 
et al. 2012). It has been discovered that the stratiform rain 
fraction plays a critical role in the organization of clouds and 
precipitation in MISOs through modification of the verti-
cal profile of heating, which results in large-scale low-level 
moisture convergence (e.g., Kumar et al. 2017). Satellite 
observations over the Indian summer monsoon region also 
indicate that about 40–50% of rainfall events originate from 
the melting of ice (Field and Heymsfield 2015), which con-
firms the more significant role of ice processes. Earlier stud-
ies have demonstrated that cirrus clouds comprised of ice 
crystals have an annual global average frequency of occur-
rence of about 30% (Wylie and Menzel 1999; Wang et al. 
1996; Rossow and Schiffer 1999).

Historically saying, the importance of ice-microphysics 
to precipitation is known to the scientific community for 
long years starting from the theory of Bergeron (1935), who 
emphasized the importance of lower vapor pressure over ice 
in an environment in which ice crystals and water-droplets 
coexist. Earlier, McCumber et al. (1991) have shown that 
convection simulation gets improved with the increase in the 
number of ice-categories. They also found that anvil heat-
ing in the middle and upper troposphere was also more for 

ice-case than that of the ice-free case, which had signifi-
cantly influenced the simulation of cloud processes. Boyle 
et al. (2015) carried out an extensive analysis of the sensitiv-
ity of Madden–Julian oscillation to different model physi-
cal parameters. Yang et al. (2015) studied the sensitivity 
of Asian summer monsoon to physical processes related to 
microphysics and convection. The deep convective cloud 
contains a considerable amount of ice as well as other frozen 
hydrometeors (Kruegera et al. 1995; Rossow and Schiffer 
1999). Based on ten years of the climatology of total cloud 
fraction data of Cloud-Aerosol Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder 
Satellite Observation (CALIPSO) during June–September 
(JJAS; Supplementary Fig. 1a–i) in the Extended Indian 
Summer Monsoon Region (40° E–120° E, 30° S–30° N), 
it is also found that Ice Cloud Fraction (ICF) is dominant 
in the high level (altitude > 6.5 km) clouds (Supplementary 
Fig. 1f), whereas liquid cloud fraction (LCF) is dominant in 
the mid-level (3.2 km < altitude < 6.5 km) and the low-level 
clouds (altitude < 3.2 km). There is a considerable amount 
of LCF available in the mid-level clouds, and a moderate 
amount of LCF at high-level clouds is also seen (Supple-
mentary Fig. 1k, j). This might be attributed to the mixed-
phase in high-level clouds and the melting of ice in mid-level 
clouds.

The cloud microphysical processes, in general, influence 
the large-scale circulation (Bony et al. 2015; De et al. 2016, 
2019; Chaudhari et al. 2018) in two aspects: (a) total heat-
ing and (b) heating profile. The total heating is composed of 
latent heating, radiative (shortwave and longwave) heating, 
and sensible heating, where latent heating is considered as 
the most dominant part (Hazra et al. 2017a). The effect of 
ice microphysics in the global coupled model also signifi-
cantly alters the radiation feedbacks. Excessive longwave 
radiation heating, due to trapping by too much ice cloud pre-
sent above, may lead to warm-bias whereas a diminution of 
shortwave heating in the troposphere due to cirrus-shading 
will lead a reverse effect to that of the longwave (Hong et al. 
2004). Choudhury and Krishnan (2011) have shown that 
improvement in the vertical profile of heating, as a result of 
the increased contribution of stratiform rain fraction, leads 
to improvement in northward propagation of the MISO.

Hazra et al. (2017b) introduced a physically-based modi-
fication of Zhao and Carr (1997) cloud microphysics scheme 
in CFSv2 (NCEP coupled climate model) along with the 
modified new simple Arakawa-Schubert convective param-
eterization of Han and Pan (2011). These improvements 
indicate that the model can capture the observed space–time 
spectra and amplitude of MISO. Ice processes play a key 
role in shaping the rainfall amount, intensity, and distribu-
tion over the Indian summer monsoon region. In another 
study, Abhik et al. (2017) have introduced the six-class WRF 
single moment (WSM6) microphysical scheme in CFSv2 
by replacing the existing simple cloud microphysics along 
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with new SAS cumulus scheme for the improved mean and 
intraseasonal variability of ISM. Recently, the stochastic 
representation of organized convection in CFSv2 has been 
reported to improve the synoptic and intraseasonal variabil-
ity of the ISM (e.g., Goswami et al. 2017). Heated condensa-
tion framework has been demonstrated as a convective trig-
gering criterion into the CFSv2 model for the improvement 
of the Indian summer monsoon (e.g., Bombardi et al. 2015). 
Incorporation of microphysical processes into CGCMs may 
lead to augment the understanding of MISOs (e.g., Zhang 
and Song 2016). The identification of cloud processes in the 
ISM region and the use of proper convective microphysics 
parameterization in CFSv2 may lead to an improvement in 
ISM representation. Rajeevan et al. (2012) using Cloudsat 
data and Abhik et al. (2014) using TRMM data have demon-
strated that the proper vertical distribution of cloud is impor-
tant for intraseasonal oscillations (ISO). So, there is a need 
for proper representation of thermodynamics (heating and 
cooling distribution) and dynamics in coupled climate mod-
els to address the concern. Thus, better convective micro-
physics parameterization for the coupled models is essential.

Sensitivity of different convective parameterization 
schemes for the simulation of Indian Summer Monsoon 
using the regional and global model have been explored 
by several researchers. Kang and Hong (2008) compared 
four different convective parameterized schemes (the Sim-
plified ArakawaSchubert (SAS), Relaxed Arakawa Schu-
bert (RAS), NCAR Community Climate Model version 3 
(CCM), and Kain Fritsch (KF2)) in National Centers for 
the Environmental Prediction regional spectral model to 
study their impact on East Asian summer monsoon cli-
matology. Mukhopadhyay et  al. (2010) also compared 
three convective parameterization schemes, namely the 
Grell–Devenyi (GD), the Betts–Miller–Janjić (BMJ), 
and the Kain–Fritsch (KF) in Weather Research Forecast 
(WRF) model. Chakraborty and Nanjundiah (2014) com-
pared SAS and Kuo Cumulus Parameterization (Anthes 
1977) schemes from the perspective of the role of orog-
raphy in convection. Pattanaik et  al. (2013) compared 
SAS and Relaxed SAS (RAS) in which they found that 
SAS has more skill in extended range forecast of rainfall 
over Indian landmass than RAS. The new SAS (NSAS; 
Han and Pan 2011) convective parameterization scheme 
was expected to make cumulus convection stronger and 
deeper and enhances instability in the atmospheric column 
in the atmospheric component of the CFS model (the GFS 
model). Ganai et al. (2015) and Krishna et al. (2019) have 
made the comparison of convective parameterizations of 
SAS and revised SAS (NSAS in this study) for ISMR in 
seasonal scale. The use of NSAS in CFSv2 resulted in an 
improved simulation of the diurnal cycle of rainfall and 
some reduction in the dry bias over the continent (e.g., 
Ganai et al. 2015); but, dry (wet) rainfall bias persists over 

land (ocean). However, the effect of different convective 
parameterizations in MISO are discussed in limited studies 
(e.g., Ham and Hong 2013; Umakanth et al. 2015; Ganai 
et al. 2016). On the other hand, the sensitivity of different 
microphysical parameterization schemes for the simulation 
of ISM was explored in a handful of studies (Chaudhari 
et al. 2016a, b; Hazra et al. 2015, 2017a) using the global 
model. These studies were also limited to seasonal scale. 
For example, Hazra et al. (2017a) have studied the role of 
ice-phase microphysics on ISMR in seasonal scale using 
the CFSv2 model. Few studies have shown the effect of 
ice-free (warm) and ice-cloud (cold) microphysics in the 
Weather-Research forecasting (WRF) model (Fu et al. 
2011) and global nonhydrostatic model without cumu-
lus parameterization (Noda et al. 2015). However, these 
studies (e.g., Fu et al. 2011) were limited to the regional 
model. Due to a lack of such studies (e.g., Hazra et al., 
2017a) based on fully coupled atmosphere–ocean models, 
the detailed understanding of the microphysical processes 
inside the convective parameterization (Zhang and Song 
2016; Sud and Walker 1999) is limited. Liu et al. (2018) 
also highlighted that most convective parameterization 
schemes consider ’simple physical assumption’ for the 
formation of rain and snow instead of the detailed micro-
physical process behind. Song and Zhang (2011) also sug-
gested that the microphysical parameterization scheme 
must be incorporated with the convective parameterization 
scheme to simulate the convective to stratiform rain ratio 
realistically. Yang et al. (2015) also mentioned the need for 
comparative studies based on different cloud and convec-
tion parameterization schemes to reduce the model biases.

The detailed understanding of the impact of different 
microphysical parameterization schemes (warm and mixed-
phase microphysics) in conjunction with different convective 
parameterization schemes (SAS and NSAS) for Indian sum-
mer monsoon rainfall on intraseasonal scales using CFSv2 
is not reported so far. Therefore, we target to find a better 
convective microphysical parameterization scheme, which 
can be useful to simulate the active-break phases as well as 
intraseasonal variability of the ISM with considerable fidel-
ity. The study aims to address the following three questions-

• Is a warm microphysics scheme (Sundqvist et al. 1989) 
sufficient to depict the features of active-break phases of 
monsoon and MISO?

• What is the role of mixed-phase microphysics (i.e., com-
bination of ice-phase microphysics (Zhao and Carr 1997) 
and warm phase microphysics (Sundqvist et al. 1989) for 
the active-break and MISO simulation?

• Which combination of convective parameterization 
scheme (NSAS and SAS) with two different types of 
microphysics (warm and mixed-phase microphysics) will 
lead to better simulation of active-break and MISO?
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The study is organized as follows: Sect. 2 deals with the 
model description and design of numerical experiments. 
Section 3 introduces the data used in the study. Section 4 
illustrates large scale features along with MISO structures 
for different sensitivity experiments. Conclusions are stated 
in Sect. 5.

2  Model description and design of model 
experiments

2.1  Model description

The coupled climate model from the National Centers for 
Environmental Prediction (NCEP) Climate Forecast System 
version 2 (CFSv2) is used in the present study, which is also 
nowadays used for sub-seasonal to seasonal forecasting at 
numerous forecast centers. NCEP has developed this fully 
coupled ocean–atmosphere-land model, including several 
physical parameters with enhanced resolution and advanced 
initialization (Saha et al. 2014a). CFSv2 is comprised of a 
spectral atmospheric model, which has a resolution of T126 
(∼ 0.937°) with 64 hybrid vertical levels and the Geophysi-
cal Fluid Dynamics Laboratory (GFDL) Modular Ocean 
Model, version 4p0d (Griffies et al. 2005) at 0.25°–0.5° 
grid spacing with 40 vertical layers. It implements the oro-
graphic gravity wave drag and sub-grid scale mountain 
blocking based on Kim and Arakawa (1995) approach and 
Lott and Miller (1997), respectively. The four-layer Noah 
land surface model is coupled to CFSv2 (Ek et al. 2003). 
The CFSv2 model uses the Rapid Radiative Transfer Model 
(RRTM) shortwave radiation with maximum random cloud 
overlap (Mlawer et al. 1997; Iacono et al. 2000; Clough et al. 
2005). The advanced cloud–radiation interaction scheme in 
CFSv2 can deal with the unresolved variability of layered 
cloud (Saha et al. 2014a). Two convective parameterization 
schemes (Simple Arakawa Schubert (SAS), Arakawa and 
Schubert 1974; and new SAS (NSAS), Han and Pan 2011) 
are used in this study. Cloud microphysics schemes within 
the CFSv2 model are Zhao and Carr (1997) and Bred Ferrier 
(Ferrier et al. 2002). Chaudhari et al. (2016a) have pointed 
out that ZC (Zhao and Carr 1997) microphysics scheme 
of CFSv2 is relatively better as compared to Bred-Ferrier 
microphysics scheme. Therefore in the current study, we 
have focused on the ZC microphysics scheme.

In Zhao and Carr (1997) cloud microphysics scheme, the 
formation of clouds from water vapor is occurred by via 
two condensation processes i.e., (1) large scale condensation 
(Sundqvist 1988) and (2) convective condensation (Betts 
and Miller 1986). Then, the partitioning of cloud hydro-
meteors and ice hydrometeors, which is based on tempera-
ture, has been done in convective schemes (SAS or NSAS) 
and followed by a microphysics scheme. The formation of 

mixed-phase hydrometeors (i.e., snow) from ice occurrs 
through autoconversion of snow (i.e., ice to snow auto-
conversion) and aggregation (i.e., collection of ice to form 
snow) in the microphysical scheme (as discussed in Zhao 
and Carr 1997). The formation of rain occurs from the warm 
cloud (i.e., through rain autoconversion of cloud to rain) and 
cold cloud (i.e., melting of snow to rain) processes, which 
is collectively called as mixed-phase (warm + cold) micro-
physical process. The warm phase microphysical process 
(i.e., autoconversion of rain) is guided by Sundqvist et al. 
(1989) scheme.

2.2  Design of model experiments

In this study, convective parameterization schemes (SAS 
or NSAS) controls cloud formation from water vapor and 
partitioning of cloud water and cloud ice (based on tem-
perature). The formation of convective rain from cloud is 
based on convective autoconversion, where autoconversion 
function by Lord (1982) is used. For ICE-run in conjunction 
with two convective schemes (NSAS-ICE and SAS-ICE), 
the stratiform rain formation is guided by a mixed-phase 
(warm + cold) microphysical process (Zhao and Carr 1997). 
NOICE-run in conjunction with two convective schemes 
(NSAS-NOICE and SAS-NOICE) is guided by solely warm 
phase microphysical process (Sundqvist et al. 1989).

Thus, four experiments are labeled as:
(1) NSAS convection with no ICE/warm microphysics 

(NSAS-NOICE), (2) SAS convection with no ICE/warm 
microphysics (SAS-NOICE), (3) new SAS convection with 
ICE/mix-phase microphysics (NSAS-ICE) and (4) SAS con-
vection with ICE/mix-phase microphysics(SAS-ICE).

The role of convective parameterization (i.e., SAS and 
NSAS) in association with warm and cold microphysics 
(NOICE and ICE) is also investigated. In each set of experi-
ments, the CFSv2 model has been initialized by the same 
initial conditions, and the model is integrated for 15 years. 
The last 10 years of the model run are considered for the 
analysis, and the first 5 years are taken out for the spin-up 
purpose. Model initialization was done by the atmospheric 
and oceanic initial conditions based on climate forecast 
system reanalysis (CFSR). The simplified schematic of the 
model experiments is shown in Supplementary Fig. 7.

3  Other datasets used and methodology 
adopted

3.1  Other datasets used

Observed rainfall data sets are based on the Global Pre-
cipitation Climatology Project (GPCP) (Adler et al. 2003) 
during the period 1999–2008. The cloud fraction data are 
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from the Cloud-Aerosol Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder Satel-
lite Observation (CALIPSO; Hu et al. 2009). The National 
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) outgoing 
longwave radiation (OLR) data (Liebmann and Smith 1996) 
is also used for the analysis. Wind, cloud condensate, and 
specific humidity datasets are taken from Modern-Era Ret-
rospective analysis for Research and Applications (MERRA) 
(Rienecker et al. 2011) for the same period.

3.2  Methodology adopted

Active and break events were calculated from the stand-
ardized time series of daily rainfall. For the same, average 
daily rainfall anomaly over the central Indian core monsoon 
region (i.e., averaged over 74° E–86° E and 16° N–26° N) 
is divided by the standard deviation. The selection of the 
region is mostly consistent with the earlier studies (e.g., 
Krishnamurti and Bhalme 1976, Mandke et al. 2007). The 
active and break spells are considered as the periods during 
which the standardized daily rainfall (unfiltered) anomaly 
is more than + 1.0 and less than − 1.0, respectively, for con-
secutively three days or more (Rajeevan et al. 2010). Intra-
seasonal oscillations (ISOs) in different bands were calcu-
lated by applying the Lanczos band-pass filter (20–100 days, 
10–20 days, and 30–60 days) for daily rainfall anomaly.

4  Background large scale features 
during active and break spells of monsoon

The frequency of active and break spells regulates the 
seasonal mean rainfall, and it is of great importance for 
agricultural production. There are many studies available 
on active and break periods by mainly the use of rainfall 
datasets (Krishnamurti and Bhalme 1976; Mandke et al. 
2007; Rajeevan et al. 2010; Abhilash et al. 2014). However, 
limited studies (Fu et al. 2011; Hazra et al. 2017a; Noda 
et al. 2015) have investigated the significance of ice-phase 
microphysics in monsoon convective systems. Earlier stud-
ies (Annamali and Slingo 2001) have shown that large scale 
flows and tropospheric circulations play an essential role 
in the Active-Break phase as well as MISO. However, the 
role of the ice-phase microphysics in the active-break phase, 
10–20 day (Quasi bi-weekly mode), and 30–60 day (ISO) 
mode remained unexplored. Hence, the possible role of ice-
phase microphysics on monsoon circulation needs to be 
investigated along with rainfall and OLR distribution.

4.1  Rainfall distribution and large scale convection

The spatial pattern of rainfall composites for active, break, 
and their difference (i.e., active minus break) is presented 
in Fig.  1a–o for observation (GPCP) and four sets of 

model experiments (i.e., NSAS-NOICE, NSAS-ICE, SAS-
NOICE, and SAS-ICE). The underestimation of positive 
rainfall anomaly over the Indian land region and adjoining 
Bay of Bengal (BoB) region during active spell compos-
ites is evident, especially during NOICE runs (i.e., NSAS-
NOICE, SAS-NOICE; Fig. 1b, d) as compared to observa-
tion (Fig. 1a). These findings are consistent with the study 
performed by Hazra et al. (2017a), where they emphasized 
that ICE-run leads to higher ISMR as compared to NOICE 
run. In the case of NSAS-ICE, active spells composites also 
show an underestimation of positive rainfall anomaly over 
the Indian region (Fig. 1c). However, oceanic features are 
better captured in the NSAS-ICE run as compared to NOICE 
runs (Fig. 1b, d). SAS-ICE depicts relatively better patterns 
over Indian landmass during active spells (Fig. 1e). How-
ever, over the western tropical Indian oceanic region, the 
extension of positive rainfall anomaly is marginally under-
estimated as compared to the observation.

In break composites, NOICE experiments NSAS-NOICE, 
SAS-NOICE show underestimation of negative rainfall 
anomalies over the Indian land region (Fig. 1g, i). NSAS-
NOICE (Fig. 1g) simulates a more positive rainfall anomaly 
near the Western Ghats region. SAS-ICE and NSAS-ICE 
also show an underestimation of negative rainfall anomalies 
over India (Fig. 1j, h). However, SAS-ICE break composite 
anomaly patterns are relatively better as compared to other 
sensitivity experiments (Fig. 1j). It is evident in differences 
between active and break spells composites (Fig. 1k–o) that 
SAS-ICE is more realistic in the simulation of rainfall dis-
tribution during active and break phases. This signifies the 
importance of ice processes in the depiction of the correct 
pattern of rainfall anomaly. Warm microphysics, along with 
convection, leads to an underestimation of rainfall over the 
Indian land region. Mixed-phase microphysics, along with 
SAS, provides relatively better results. The difference might 
be due to the presence of cloud condensate at the upper level 
in case of ICE run, which is not happening in NOICE run 
(discussed in Sect. 4.3). As a result, NOICE run has limited 
success in the representation of large-scale monsoon cir-
culation due to weak upper-level heating (e.g., Hazra et al. 
2017a, b). For quantitative analysis (Table 1), we have com-
puted active and break ISMR rainfall anomaly averaged over 
the region of  70oE-90oE,  10oN-30oN. This region is marked 
in Fig. 1n. SAS-ICE(Active: 5.37 mm/day, break: − 2.7 mm/
day) is relatively close to the observation(Active: 5.36 mm/
day, Break: − 4.0 mm/day). NSAS-NOICE shows a posi-
tive anomaly (0.32 mm/day) for the break period (Table 1), 
which is rectified in NSAS-ICE (− 1.84 mm/day).

Studies have pointed out that outgoing longwave radiation 
(OLR) is a useful parameter in the understanding of tropical 
circulations and considered as a reasonable indicator of con-
vection (Murakami 1980; Prasad and Verma 1985; Krishna-
murti et al. 1989; Chaudhari et al. 2010). Negative (positive) 
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Fig. 1  Active (a–e) and break (f–j) composites of rainfall anomalies 
(mm/day) for GPCP, NSAS-NOICE, NSAS-ICE, SAS-NOICE, and 
SAS-ICE are presented. Difference between active and break com-

posites (k–o) are also presented for GPCP, NSAS-NOICE, NSAS-
ICE, SAS-NOICE and SAS-ICE, respectively

Table 1  Different parameters (viz. rainfall anomaly, OLR, specific 
humidity, upper-level cloud condensate) averaged over ISMR (70° 
E–90° E, 10° N–30° N) region of four model sensitivity experiments 

(NSAS-NOICE, NSAS-ICE, SAS-NOICE, and SAS-ICE) and obser-
vations for active and break phase

Values presented in parenthesis and marked by bold are for break phases

Active (break) [averaged over ISMR(70° E–90° E, 10° N–30° N) region]

Parameters Sensitivity experiments Observations (GPCP, 
NOAA) reanalysis 
(MERRA)NSAS-NOICE NSAS-ICE SAS-NOICE SAS-ICE

Rainfall anomaly (mm/day) 2.62 (0.32) 3.66 (− 1.84) 2.48 (− 1.95) 5.37 (− 2.70) 5.36 (− 4.01)
OLR (W/m2) 249.5 (258.4) 217.4 (250.9) 251.8 (263.1) 220.8 (255.3) 200.9 (232.4)
Specific humidity averaged over (300–800 hPa) (g/kg)
 Average 4.3 (3.9) 4.4 (3.5) 4.2 (3.8) 4.7 (3.6) 5.7 (4.6)

  (Active−break)
active

× 100% 9.30 20.45 9.50 23.40 19.30

Cloud condensate averaged over 
upper level (100–400 hPa) (mg/kg)

3.53 (2.55) 21.03 (9.05) 3.20 (1.72) 21.01 (7.93) 30.64 (20.07)
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OLR anomalies are generally associated with strong (weak) 
convective activities.

During active spells, it is seen that the Indian land region 
and adjoining BoB region is marked by low values of OLR, 
which indicate strong convection over the region (Supple-
mentary Fig. 2a). However, in the case of NOICE runs (i.e., 
NSAS-NOICE, SAS-NOICE; Supplementary Fig. 2b, d), a 
relatively higher amount of OLR as compared to observation 
is seen over Indian land region and adjoining BoB which 
indicate weaker convection over the region. On the other 
hand, NSAS-ICE and SAS-ICE simulated patterns of OLR 
are relatively closer to the observation for active (Supple-
mentary Fig. 2c, e) as well as break spells (Supplementary 
Fig. 2h, j). As NOICE run contains only warm microphysics 
and ICE run contains both warm and cold phase microphys-
ics, the response to OLR significantly varies according to 
the sets of experiments. Among the sensitivity experiments, 
simulations with NSAS-ICE show relatively better patterns 
of OLR over the Indian region. SAS-ICE run also stands 
good in the context of convection regions over Indian land-
mass. OLR averaged over the ISMR region (Table 1) does 
not depict significant variations in terms of active (NSAS-
NOICE: 249.5 W/m2; SAS-NOICE: 251.8 W/m2) and break 
(NSAS-NOICE: 258.4  W/m2; SAS-NOICE: 255.3  W/
m2) spells for NOICE runs. This hiccup is improved after 
incorporation of ice phase microphysics i.e., for both SAS-
ICE (active: 220.8 W/m2, break: 255.3 W/m2) and NSAS-
ICE(active: 217.4 W/m2, break: 250.9 W/m2). In a nutshell, 
the modulation of OLR (depiction of convection) is well 
captured by ICE phase microphysics for active and break 
composites. In contrast, insignificant variation is seen with 
NOICE run (i.e., warm phase microphysics). The improved 
simulation of OLR may be attributed to the better vertical 
profile of cloud condensate (discussed in Sect. 4.3) as OLR 
depends on cloud top temperature and cloud height. Hence 
incorporation of ice phase microphysics will improve the 
convection, which may lead to an improvement in MISO 
through the formation of stratiform clouds that regulates the 
latent heat release and helps to form intense depressions with 
enhanced precipitation (e.g., Choudhury and Krishnan 2011; 
Hazra et al. 2017a).

4.2  Moisture content

It is found that an increase or decrease of heavy precipita-
tion is consistent with the enhanced or reduced tropospheric 
specific humidity, which can also be a functional predictor 
for rainfall extremity (Turner and Slingo 2008). It is also 
essential to represent the vertical and horizontal structure 
of humidity accurately in global circulation models to avoid 
resulting biases in radiative impact, which may affect the 
monsoon circulation (Gettelman et al. 2006). Udelhofen and 
Hartmann (1995) estimated that a 10% increase in upper 

tropospheric humidity might lead to ~ 1.4 W/m2 of radiative 
forcing. Hence, it is essential to explore the possible poten-
tial differences in the humidity profile for ICE and NOICE 
simulations. Vertical profile of specific humidity (averaged 
over ISMR region of 70° E–90° E, 10° N–30° N) clearly 
shows the difference in these two types of simulation i.e., 
with and without ICE phase microphysics (Fig. 2). The dif-
ference in active and break composites of specific humidity 
is underestimated in both the NOICE simulations at pres-
sure levels of 800–300 hPa, whereas the ICE simulations are 
relatively close with reanalysis (MERRA). While reanalysis 
based break composites have 19.3% less specific humidity 
(averaged over a region of 70° E–90° E, 10° N–30° N at 
300–800 hPa) as compared to the active composites of the 
same region, NOICE simulations severely underestimate it 
by more than 50% (i.e., NSAS-NOICE: 9.3%; SAS-NOICE: 
9.5%; see Table 1). It mostly gets improved by the incorpora-
tion of ice-phase microphysics (NSAS-ICE: 20.45%; SAS-
ICE:23.4%), which is comparable with reanalysis (Table 1).

Fig. 2  Difference in vertical profile of specific humidity (g/kg) 
between active and break composites for MERRA (Reanalysis) and 
four sensitivity experiments for the region averaged over ISMR (70° 
E–90° E, 10° N–30° N)
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The latitudinal distribution of the difference between 
active and break composites for the vertical profile of spe-
cific humidity (averaged over longitudes: 70° E–90° E) is 
presented in Fig. 3. Reanalysis product (MERRA) depicts 
a significant difference in specific humidity between active 
and break composites over the range of ISMR latitudes i.e., 
north to 10° N (Fig. 3). It has maximum differences over 20° 
N, across the pressure levels of 400–900 hPa. This feature 
is also validated with the NCEP2 (Kanamitsu et al. 2002) 
dataset (fig not shown), which reproduces similar results. 
NSAS-NOICE shows the differences over 20° N–30° N, but 
the maximum difference is only confined to lower tropo-
spheric levels i.e., near 900 hPa, and for the higher levels, 

the difference is not significant. SAS-NOICE shows a similar 
kind of vertical orientation of the difference between active 
and break composites. Both the ice simulations (NSAS-ICE 
and SAS ICE) capture the variations in specific humidity 
between active and break spells at 15° N–25° N across the 
pressure levels (900–300 hPa), which is also reflected in 
the realistic representation of rainfall anomaly over Indian 
landmass region.

The longitudinal distribution of the difference between 
active and break composites for the vertical profile of spe-
cific humidity (averaged over latitudes: 10° N–30° N) is pre-
sented in Fig. 4. The difference in specific humidity over 70° 
E–90° E region (at pressure levels 900–300 hPa) is mostly 

Fig. 3  Difference in height-latitude profile of zonally (70° E–90° E) averaged specific humidity (g/kg) between active and break for MERRA 
(reanalysis) and four model sensitivity experiments
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underestimated by NOICE runs (Fig. 4b, d), which is consid-
erably enhanced in the case of ICE runs (Fig. 4c, e).

Ice phase microphysical processes in the parameteriza-
tion scheme realistically improve latent heating (LH) (Wang 
et al. 2010; Hazra et al. 2017a) by adding new sources and 
sink (Diao et al. 2017). As LH controls evaporative and con-
densation heating (Li et al. 2017) in the atmosphere, it has 
a substantial effect on water–vapor feedback (Cess 1989), 
which regulates the humidity of the atmosphere. Thus, it 
implies that the mixed-phase microphysics (ICE run) may 
realistically improve the vertical profile of moisture content, 
i.e., humidity, which further may lead to the improvement 
of MISO prediction.

4.3  Cloud condensate

The active spell is characterized by above-normal convec-
tive (~ 5%) and Stratiform (~ 20%) precipitating cloud over 
the monsoon trough region (Saha et al. 2014b), which is 
responsible for the abundant stratiform precipitation during 
the active phase (Choudhury and Krishnan 2011). Tang and 
Chen (2006) also pointed out that a large amount of high 
cloud exists in the ISM region, which accounts as large as 
65% of all cloud grids. So, the study of the vertical profile of 
the cloud during ISM is essential as it has a strong response 
to thermodynamical, dynamical, and hydrological processes 
(Hazra et al. 2017a). The difference of cloud condensate 

Fig. 4  Difference in height-longitude profile of meridionally averaged (over 10° N–30° N) specific humidity (g/kg) between active and break 
composites for MERRA (reanalysis) and four sensitivity experiments
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between active and break spell at upper levels i.e., above 
450 hPa is nearly absent for the NOICE runs over the ISMR 
region, whereas it comes out to be as large as 17–18 mg/kg 
(NSAS-ICE and SAS-ICE) for ICE runs near 250 hPa which 
is also validated with reanalysis datasets (Fig. 5). Reanalysis 
shows the presence of more upper-level cloud condensate 
(100–400 hPa) in active spell (30.64 mg/kg) as compared to 
break spells (20.07 mg/kg; see Table 1). On the other hand, 
both the NOICE runs capture very less amount of cloud con-
densate (Table 1) in active spell (NSAS-NOICE: 3.53 mg/
kg; SAS-NOICE: 3.21 mg/kg) as well as in break spells 
(NSAS-NOICE: 2.55 mg/kg; SAS-NOICE: 1.72 mg/kg). 
As we change the parameterization from NOICE run to ICE 
run, the upper-level cloud condensate improves realistically 
for the active and break spells. As a result, the difference 
between active and break also improves. SAS-ICE shows 
21.01 (7.93) mg/kg for active(break) spell and NSAS-ICE 
also shows similar amounts i.e. 21.03 (9.05)mg/kg (Table 1). 
It is also seen that the difference in upper-level cloud con-
densate is maximum over the Indian land region, which is 
absent in both the NOICE runs (Supplementary Fig. 3b, d). 
It is realistically simulated in both the ICE runs, while SAS-
ICE is better for the region over the Arabian Sea and West 

coast of India (Supplementary Fig. 3e) as compared to the 
reanalysis (Supplementary Fig. 3a).

The latitudinal distribution of the difference between 
active and break composites for the vertical profileof cloud 
condensate (averaged over longitudes: 70° E–90° E) is bet-
ter simulated (at 10° N–20° N) in ICE runs as compared to 
NOICE runs (Supplementary Fig. 4) for upper levels. Simi-
larly, the longitudinal distribution of the difference between 
active and break composites for the vertical profile of cloud 
condensate (averaged over latitudes: 10° N–30° N, Supple-
mentary Fig. 5) also shows similar kinds of results and indi-
cates relatively better simulation by ICE runs.

As the ICE run simulates better specific humidity pro-
file, better simulation of upper-level cloud condensate is 
expected. The cloud exists when the specific humidity is 
above the saturation specific humidity (Quaas 2012) at the 
corresponding temperature. A recent study by Baisya et al. 
(2018) also revealed that lack of moisture content in the 
tropospheric levels underestimates the cloud content (con-
vective as well as stratiform). ICE run improves the vertical 
profile of specific humidity (Sect. 4.2), which is responsible 
for moisture content in the atmosphere. Ice microphysics 
also intensifies both updrafts and downdrafts (Straka and 
Anderson 1993) in the atmosphere. Further, it influences 
the vertical structure of the atmosphere and dynamic field 
(Li et al. 2017; Zhang 1989; Tao and Simpson 1989). There-
fore, mixed-phase microphysics (ICE run) may realistically 
improve the cloud condensate vertical profile in active and 
break periods.

4.4  Lower and upper tropospheric circulations

The dominant feature of Indian monsoon circulation is 
characterized by a strong low-level southwesterly jet 
(Findlater jet), which peaks at around the Somali coast 
and Arabian Sea region (Wind patterns at 850 hPa; Fig. 6). 
South Westerly Jet (SWJ) connects the Mascarene high and 
Indian monsoon trough and forms the lower branch of the 
monsoon Hadley cell. In this perspective, it is important 
to explore the lower tropospheric features for active and 
break composites. It is seen that the conspicuous feature 
of SWJ core is stronger (weaker) in case of active (break) 
composites of winds at 850 hPa, which indicates an influx 
of moisture over the Indian region during active compos-
ites (Fig. 6a; MERRA). Model sensitivity experiments 
with ice (NSAS-ICE, SAS-ICE) are particularly good at 
capturing these observed features (Fig. 6a; MERRA) as 
compared to model runs with NOICE run. In case of break 
composites, interestingly, both ICE (NOICE) runs tend 
to underestimate (overestimate) the SWJ as in Fig. 6h, j 
(Fig. 6g, i). Overall, model sensitivity experiments with 
ICE run have a slightly better simulation of lower tropo-
spheric circulation patterns and might represent better 

Fig. 5  Vertical profile of difference in cloud condensate (mg/kg) 
between active and break composites for MERRA (reanalysis) and 
four sensitivity experiments for the region averaged over ISMR (70° 
E–90° E, 10° N–30° N)
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rainfall patterns. Sometimes, dynamic instability of the 
SWJ may lead to a split of the jet near Somalia, creating 
two jets over India–Sri Lanka longitudes (Thompson et al. 
2008). This splitting of the jet is considered as a temporary 
feature associated with break spell (e.g., Joseph and Siji-
kumar 2004). Interestingly, the dominance of the northern 
part of the SWJ (over a land region of Indian latitudes) is 
seen in the case of active composites of winds at 850 hPa 
(Fig. 6a–e). Similarly, the dominance of the southern part 
of the SWJ over the Bay of Bengal is marked by drier 
(weaker) monsoon during break composites (Fig. 6f–j). It 

is also in agreement with the theory proposed by Thomp-
son et al. (2008).

To get a quantitative estimate of the improvement in low-
level jet (Table 2a) we have chosen two boxes as b1 (50° 
E–65° E, 5° N–15° N) and b2 (70° E–100° E, 5° N–15° N), 
based on previous studies (Wilson et al. 2018; Viswanad-
hapalli et al. 2019, Joseph and Sijikumar 2004, etc.). The 
b1(b2) box is shown in Fig. 6f with black(red) outlines. We 
calculated the average wind speed in active and break com-
posites along with pattern correlation (map to map correla-
tion: Lund 1963; Kulkarni and Kriplani 1998; Hazra et al. 

Fig. 6  Active (a–e) and break (f–j) composites of lower level wind (at 850 hPa) patterns (unit: m/s) for MERRA (reanalysis), NSAS-NOICE, 
NSAS-ICE, SAS-NOICE, and SAS-ICE respectively
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2016) coefficient (PCC) of respective sensitivity experiments 
with reanalysis data (MERRA) in each box. We can see that 
the wind speed decreases by 20.85% (25.93%) in box b1(b2) 
from active phase to break phase for the reanalysis. NSAS-
NOICE feebly captures this decrement while SAS-NOICE 
rather shows an increment of wind speed in (b1). NSAS-ICE 
can capture the decrement in box (b1) (23.67%) but under-
estimates the same in box (b2) (13.21%). SAS-ICE captures 
the same in b1(b2) 23.64% (28.30%), which is realistically 
closer than any other simulations. As per PCC is concerned, 
all the simulations show well (around 0.95) association with 
reanalysis for box (b1) during active phase. During the break 
for the same box, the PCC is higher in ICE-run (NSAS-
ICE: 0.86, SAS-ICE: 0.76) than the respective NOICE-runs 
(NSAS-NOICE:0.75, SAS-NOICE: 0.70). Similar trends 

in PCC are also observed in the box (b2) but with more 
prominence, especially for SAS simulations. SAS-ICE 
shows much improvement in PCC [0.87(0.46)] for active 
(break) than SAS-NOICE [0.33(0.11)]. PCC of NSAS-ICE 
[0.87(0.49)] is similar to SAS-ICE in this box too.

Tibetan anticyclone encompasses an easterly jet stream 
in its southern flank, usually referred to as Tropical Easterly 
Jet (TEJ), located between 100 and 200 hPa. TEJ is located 
over southern India and adjoining the equatorial Indian 
Ocean. The wind at 150 hPa, which is considered as the 
core of the TEJ (Nithya et al. 2017) has been studied as an 
important parameter for Indian Summer Monsoon in many 
previous studies (e.g. Naidu et al 2011; Krishnan et al. 2009; 
Raju et al. 2005). The TEJ maximum is associated with the 
strength of the anticyclone (e.g., Hazra et al. 2015). As a 

Table 2  (a) Quantitative comparison for lower tropospheric (850 hPa) circulation during active and break phase, (b) Quantitative comparison for 
upper tropospheric (150 hPa) circulation during active and break phase, (c) Monsoon-Hadley (MH) Index for active and break phase

Values presented in parenthesis and marked by bold are ‘pattern correlation’ value of sensitivity experiments with reanalysis (MERRA)

Datasets
(reanalysis and sensitivity experi-
ments)

Region box Box Average Value(m/s) (Pattern Correlation 
with MERRA)

Active−break

active
× 100

Active Break

(a)
 MERRA (reanalysis) b1: 50 E–65 E, 5  N–15  N 17.31 13.70 20.85

b2: 70 E–100 E, 5  N–15  N 12.3 9.11 25.93
 NSAS-NOICE b1: 50 E–65 E, 5  N–15  N 16.70 (0.96) 15.70 (0.75) 5.99

b2: 70 E–100 E, 5  N–15  N 12.93 (0.71) 11.68 (0.42) 9.67
 NSAS-ICE b1: 50 E–65 E, 5  N–15  N 16.52 (0.98) 12.61 (0.86) 23.67

b2: 70 E–100 E, 5  N–15  N 12.87 (0.87) 11.17 (0.49) 13.21
 SAS-NOICE b1: 50 E–65 E, 5  N–15  N 14.83 (0.95) 15.81 (0.70) − 6.61

b2: 70 E–100 E, 5  N–15  N 12.51 (0.33) 10.12 (0.11) 19.10
 SAS-ICE b1: 50 E–65 E, 5  N–15  N 16.71 (0.94) 12.76 (0.76) 23.64

b2: 70 E–100 E, 5  N–15  N 13.39 (0.87) 9.60 (0.46) 28.30

Datasets (reanalysis and sensitivity experiments) Box average value (m/s) (pattern correlation with MERRA) Active−break

active
× 100

Active Break

(b)
 MERRA (reanalysis) 26.0 24.13 7.19
 NSAS-NOICE 27.8 (0.91) 23.1 (0.73) 16.91
 NSAS-ICE 26.1 (0.91) 20.7 (0.71) 20.69
 SAS-NOICE 22.9 (0.66) 19.5 (0.74) 14.85
 SAS-ICE 24.2 (0.81) 18.07 (0.72) 25.33

Datasets (reanalysis and sensitivity experiments) MH-Index value Active-break

Active Break

(c)
 MERRA (reanalysis) 4.07 2.19 1.88
 NSAS-NOICE 2.59 2.96 − 0.37
 NSAS-ICE 4.0 0.34 3.66
 SAS-NOICE 3.3 0.6 2.7
 SAS-ICE 3.23 0.3 2.93
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result, the strength of TEJ is linked with the monsoon activ-
ity over the Indian subcontinent (Chaudhari et al. 2016a). 
Stronger (weaker) TEJ during active (break) composites 
indicate strong (weak) monsoon (Fig.  7a, f; MERRA). 
Model experiments are also able to depict these conspicu-
ous features, although it has variations in terms of magni-
tude. Active composites of winds at 150 hPa for most of the 
sensitivity experiments indicate that TEJ is strongest over 
the southern Indian Ocean and adjoining oceanic regions. 
Among all experiments, both the SAS-simulations during 
both active and break composites are relatively weaker as 

compared to observation and NSAS-simulations (Fig. 7e, 
j, Table 2b).

Similarly quantitative estimate (Table 2b) for Tropi-
cal Easterly Jet (150 hPa) is performed over box (b3) 50° 
E–100° E, 10° S–15° N (e.g. Abish et al. 2013) (blue box in 
Fig. 7a, f). All the simulations overestimate the decrement 
in wind speed from active to break composites. However, 
it is seen that the decrement is more in ICE-run (NSAS-
ICE: 20.69%, SAS-ICE: 25.33%) as compared to the respec-
tive NOICE-run (NSAS-NOICE: 16.91%, SAS-NOICE: 
14.85%). For Break composite, PCC is nearly the same for 

Fig. 7  Active (a–e) and break (f–j) composites of upper level wind (at 150 hPa) patterns (unit: m/s) for MERRA, NSAS-NOICE, NSAS-ICE, 
SAS-NOICE and SAS-ICE respectively
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all simulations. However, for active composite, PCC is con-
siderably more in SAS-ICE (0.81) than SAS-NOICE (0.66).

We have presented the Monsoon-Hadley (MH) index 
(Table 2c), which is positively correlated with the strength 
of the Indian Summer Monsoon (Goswami et al. 1999) for 
active and break composites. It is calculated as follows

where V is the meridional component of wind averaged over 
70° E–110° E, 10° N–30° N.

NSAS-NOICE incorrectly shows the MH-Index more in 
break phase (2.96) than active phase (2.59), which is cor-
rected by NSAS-ICE (active: 4.0, break: 0.34). Both the SAS 
simulations are able to capture MH-Index realistically. How-
ever, the difference (active minus break) is more in SAS-ICE 
(2.93) than SAS-NOICE (2.7).

All these results pinpoint that ICE-run (NSAS-ICE and 
SAS-ICE) can capture the difference in circulation pattern 
between active and break phase more prominently, which 
results in better simulation of the active-break phase.

4.5  Hadley and Walker circulation

The Indian summer monsoon is mostly a superposition and 
interaction between a regional Hadley circulation and a plan-
etary scale Walker circulation (Goswami 1994; Goswami 
et al. 1999). In this context, it is vital to find the possible role 
of ice-processes on these two significant circulations on the 
intraseasonal time scale (active-break cycle) of the ISMR.

4.5.1  Regional Hadley circulation

Regional anomalous Hadley (averaged over 70° E–90° E) 
circulation for four sensitivity experiments (ICE and NOICE 
run along with SAS and NSAS) are presented in Fig. 8. The 
pressure vertical velocity (omega) is considered here for the 
representation of the features of Hadley circulation. Positive 
(negative) omega sign indicates the descending (ascending) 
branch of the Hadley circulations. During the active condition, 
a distinct descending (ascending) branch is observed south 
(north) of 15° S along with a low level (surface to 500 hPa) 
descending branches near the equator (Fig. 8a). Both ascend-
ing and descending branches in all four sensitivity experiments 
are simulated with major changes in the width and extent of 
these branches as compared to MERRA. Both NSAS-NOICE 
and NSAS-ICE run have good simulation of ascending 
branches of Hadley circulation. Further, the NSAS-NOICE 
scheme indicates a stronger descending branch as compared 
to observation in active condition (Fig. 8b), thus NSAS-ICE is 
comparatively better as compared to NSAS-NOICE. However, 
both SAS-NOICE and SAS-ICE can capture the position of 

MH - Index = V
850 hPa

− V
200 hPa

the strong ascending branch over the Indian region during the 
Active phase with marginal differences between them.

Similarly, during break condition, the distinct descending 
branch is seen over the south of  15oS and ascending branch 
over the north of 10° S. It is relatively less intense as compared 
to that of active composites (MERRA; Fig. 8a, f) as break 
period is known to be associated with an increase in equatorial 
convection, also referred to as southward shift of ITCZ (e.g., 
Sikka and Gadgil 1980). As a result, weak rising motion is 
seen over the Indian region, which is indicative of less rain-
fall. NSAS-NOICE scheme (Fig. 8g) is not able to capture 
this feature in contrast with the other three schemes. During 
break composites, NSAS-NOICE simulates a stronger ascend-
ing branch, unlike in the reanalysis dataset (here MERRA), 
which may lead to more rainfall simulation over the Indian 
region (Fig. 8g). The same is rectified in NSAS-ICE (Fig. 8h). 
Overestimation of the ascending branch is also seen in the 
SAS-NOICE run near equator (Fig. 8i) which gets improved 
in SAS-ICE run (Fig. 8j). Overall, NSAS-ICE and SAS-ICE 
simulated Hadley circulation during both active and break con-
ditions are in better agreement with observation as compared 
to other experiments.

4.5.2  Walker circulation

Walker circulation is dictated by the equatorial heat sources 
(e.g., Goswami 1994), and characteristics of the Walker 
Circulation are determined mainly by the coupling between 
the tropical atmosphere and oceans. Therefore, it is crucial 
to explore the Walker circulation patterns during active and 
break composites.

MERRA reanalysis depicts the ascending branch of Walker 
circulation over the Indian region during active and break com-
posites (Fig. 9a, f). During the active spell, SAS-ICE simu-
lated ascending branch over Indian landmass is relatively bet-
ter simulated than other experiments (Fig. 9e). NOICE runs 
(NSAS-NOICE, SAS-NOICE) composites during active spells 
show an overestimation of ascending branch (especially at 
level 300–700 hPa) as compared to MERRA, which is further 
improved in ICE runs (NSAS-ICE, SAS-ICE). Similarly, for 
break composites, the ascending branch of Walker circulation 
is overestimated in the SAS-NOICE run (Fig. 9i) which is 
reduced in SAS-ICE (Fig. 9j).

Hence, simulation of both these circulations (Hadley and 
Walker) also highlight the requirement of more development 
and proper representation of ice processes in a coupled climate 
model.
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5  Intraseasonal variability

A significant part of the interannual variance of seasonal-
mean (averaged over June–September) rainfall is explained 
by the monsoon intraseasonal variability (Goswami 1998). 
The presence of active or break phase significantly mod-
ules precipitation along with the associated changes in 
the large-scale circulations. The monsoon intraseasonal 

variability has a dominant mode of periodicity in 
10–20 days and 30–60 days (Murakami 1976; Krishna-
murti and Bhalme 1976; Yasunari 1980; Sikka and Gadgil 
1980; Rahman and Simon 2006). The 10–20 days band is 
a westward propagating mode and 30–60 days band is the 
northward propagating mode of ISOs. It will be interesting 
to investigate the various ISO features in different ice-
phase microphysics experiments.

Fig. 8  Active (a–e) and break (f–j) composites of Hadley circulation (pressure vertical velocity averaged over 70° E–90° E) for MERRA, NSAS-
NOICE, NSAS-ICE, SAS-NOICE and SAS-ICE respectively
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5.1  North–south space–time spectra of ISO band 
(20–100 days)

To examine the role of ice-phase microphysics in modulating 
the dominant modes of ISV, north–south space–time spectra 
of zonally averaged (60° E–110° E), filtered (20–100 days) 
daily rainfall anomalies (June–September) are presented 
in Fig.  10. The methodology of computation is based 
on Wheeler and Kiladis (1999). Here the meridional 

wavenumber 1 corresponds to the largest wave that will fit 
within the latitudinal extent (20° S–33° N) (Goswami et al. 
2011). Period (days) on positive (negative) x-axis shows 
northward (southward) propagation (e.g. Hazra et al. 2017b; 
Saha et al. 2014c). The observations indicate that the most 
dominant mode of northward propagating ISO (located at 
wave number 1 with 40-day periodicity) is stronger than the 
southward counterpart (Fig. 10a). In general, all experiments 
can capture the more(less) power at northward (southward) 

Fig. 9  Active (a–e) and break (f–j) composites of Walker circulation (pressure vertical velocity averaged over 5° S–5° N) for MERRA, NSAS-
NOICE, NSAS-ICE, SAS-NOICE and SAS-ICE respectively
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propagating mode, as depicted in observation (Fig. 10b–e). 
In case of NSAS-NOICE (Fig. 10b), maximum power is 
highly underestimated at northward propagating mode as 
compared to observation, and the southward propagating 
mode is also not adequately simulated. As compared to 
NSAS-NOICE, SAS-NOICE is relatively better in terms 
of the amplitude of both northward and southward mode. 
However, the maximum power of northward propagating 
mode is still underestimated to some extent, and it is spread 
over wave numbers 1 and 2 (Fig. 10d). The southward prop-
agating mode of NSAS-NOICE is also underestimated as 
compared to observation. Both NSAS-ICE and SAS-ICE 
runs are better than NOICE experiments both in terms of 
the amplitude of propagating (northward and southward) 

power and their wave number peaking. Among all of these 
experiments, SAS-ICE shows a better representation of the 
space–time spectra, which suggests that ice microphysics 
significantly modulates the ISO features. The results also 
indicate that the incorporation of ice-phase microphysics 
depicts realistic improvement for the NSAS scheme, which 
may be related to the nonlinear interaction between micro-
physics and convection as pointed out by Liu et al. (2018).

5.2  10–20 Day mode

The intraseasonal variance (ISV) of filtered 10–20 days 
rainfall anomaly for observation and sensitivity experiments 
are presented in Fig. 11a–e. Different convection schemes 

Fig. 10  North–South space time spectra for 20–100 day filtered rainfall anomaly (averaged over 60° E–110° E) for a GPCP, b NSAS-NOICE, c 
NSAS-ICE, d SAS-NOICE and e SAS-ICE respectively
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(SAS and NSAS) and microphysics (warm and cold) have a 
significant impact on the pattern of ISV. All the sensitivity 
experiments largely overestimate the magnitude of variance 
over the West Coast of India, and at the same time, both 
SAS-NOICE and SAS-ICE largely overestimate the variance 
over northern BOB and the South China Sea as compared to 

NSAS schemes. To get a quantitative idea of the fidelity of 
the simulations pattern as compared to observation, we have 
calculated pattern correlation coefficient (PCC) for all the 
sensitivity experiments with the observation for the ISMR 
region (shown in box; see Fig. 11). SAS-ICE shows the high-
est PCC (0.48), which is double than that of NSAS-Schemes. 

Fig. 11  The intraseasonal variance (ISV) of filtered 10–20 days rainfall anomaly for a GPCP, b NSAS-NOICE, c NSAS-ICE, d SAS-NOICE 
and e SAS-ICE respectively. Pattern correlation of all the sensitivity experiments with GPCP is written in ISMR box on each panel
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NSAS-NOICE (0.22) depicts marginally higher PCC than 
NSAS-ICE (0.20). It is also seen that both the SAS simula-
tions (SAS-NOICE: 0.31, SAS-ICE: 0.48) show better PCC 
as compared to NSAS simulations.

The 10 to 20-day mode is associated with westward-
moving disturbances from the western Pacific Ocean to the 
BoB (Murakami 1976; Krishnamurti and Bhalme 1976; 
Chatterjee and Goswami 2004). The propagation character-
istics of 10–20 days mode for observations and sensitivity 
experiments are presented by lag-longitude (averaged over 
10° N–20° N) diagram of regressed (lead/lag) 10–20 days 
filtered rainfall anomaly in Fig. 12a–e. Area averaged cen-
tral India (74° E–83° E, 15° N–25° N) 10–20 days filtered 
rainfall anomaly is taken as a reference series for regression. 
The westward propagation in NSAS-NOICE (Fig. 12b) is 
not consistent as rain-bands becomes stationary (within the 
85° E–95° E) and then propagate westward (West of 85°E), 
which gets slightly improved in NSAS-ICE (Fig. 12c). As 
we change the convective parameterization scheme from 
NSAS to SAS, the model simulated patterns of westward 
propagation get improved. Both SAS-NOICE and SAS-ICE 
simulations are relatively better in capturing the propagat-
ing features of westward propagation; however, amplitudes 
are overestimated (Fig. 12d, e). In the case of SAS-ICE, 
the propagation is more coherent, and also the magnitude is 
marginally overestimated. This suggests that convective cou-
pling is more realistic in ice microphysics run, as the west-
ward propagating mode of 10–20 day is in general driven by 
convective coupling (e.g., Chatterjee and Goswami 2004).

5.3  30–60 day Mode

The intraseasonal variance of 30–60 day mode is presented 
in Fig. 13a–e. Observation depicts a zone of high variance 
over the West coast of India and adjacent the Arabian Sea, 
northern Bay of Bengal and the South China Sea. Sensitiv-
ity experiments can capture the high variance zones, espe-
cially over the Western Ghats of India and over the relatively 
smaller portion of north Bay of Bengal. The variances are 
mostly aligned along the Myanmar coast. Both NSAS-
NOICE and NSAS-ICE highly underestimate the ISO vari-
ance over the Bay of Bengal. SAS-NOICE and SAS-ICE are 
slightly better in capturing the observed variance (Fig. 13). 
SAS simulated experiments also captured the variance over 
the eastern equatorial Indian Ocean realistically (Fig. 13d, 
e). PCC (i.e., map–map correlation) analysis over the ISMR 
region yields no significant correlation for both the NSAS-
schemes and even for that of SAS-NOICE. Interestingly 
SAS-ICE also performs better here with promising PCC of 
0.35. It is seen that choice of convective parameterization 
scheme is of much importance for the realistic simulation 
of intraseasonal variance. However, it is good to see that a 

combination of the SAS scheme with mixed-phase micro-
physics has better aspects in this regard.

Lag-Latitude (averaged over 70° E–90° E) diagram 
(Saha et al. 2013; Goswami et al. 2011) of regressed (lead/
lag) (region for reference series as mentioned in Sect. 5.2) 
30–60  days filtered rainfall anomaly is presented in 
Fig. 14a–e. Both the SAS schemes can capture the north-
ward propagation feature. SAS-ICE has performed better 
than SAS-NOICE.

6  Conclusions

This study has investigated the role of microphysics (i.e., 
warm and mixed-phase) in association with two different 
convection schemes for Indian summer monsoon ISO. This 
study emphasizes that the proper feedback between convec-
tive and microphysics processes plays an essential role in 
the better simulation of Monsoon Intraseasonal Oscillation 
(MISO) in CGCM.

In this study, four sensitivity experiments are carried 
out using coupled climate model- CFSv2 with two differ-
ent combinations of convective parameterization (SAS and 
NSAS) and two different microphysics (with and without 
ICE microphysics). In general, for the case of active com-
posites, NOICE runs (i.e., NSAS-NOICE, SAS-NOICE) fail 
to depict observed positive rainfall anomaly over Indian land 
and adjoining BoB regions. On the other hand, ICE included 
parameterization schemes (SAS-ICE and NSAS-ICE) that 
lead to a more realistic spatial rainfall pattern during the 
ISM season. SAS-ICE depicts relatively better results. The 
difference between ICE and NOICE run can be attributed to 
the availability of cloud condensate to the upper level in case 
of ICE run, which is absent in NOICE run. OLR compos-
ites are also closer to observation in ICE microphysics run, 
which is consistent with rainfall composites.

Lower tropospheric circulations are better represented 
by ICE microphysics run. SWJ is also better captured in 
ICE-run. The splitting of SWJ is also seen, and dominance 
of the northern part of the SWJ is seen in the case of active 
composites of winds at 850 hPa. Similarly, the dominance of 
the southern part of the SWJ over the Bay of Bengal is seen 
during break composites. These features are better captured 
by ICE microphysics run as compared to NOICE microphys-
ics run. Upper tropospheric features, including TEJ, are also 
better captured by ICE microphysics run.

SAS-ICE run simulated Hadley circulation for active and 
break conditions are relatively in line with observation as 
compared to other experiments. NOICE runs composites 
during break spells show overestimation of ascending branch 
as compared to MERRA, which is relatively improved in 
ICE runs. SAS-ICE simulations are relatively better even 
though it has some differences with MERRA reanalysis.
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Fig. 12  Lag-Longitude (averaged over 10° N–20° N) diagram of regressed rainfall anomalies (10–20 days filtered) a GPCP, b NSAS-NOICE, c 
NSAS-ICE, d SAS-NOICE and e SAS-ICE
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SAS-ICE simulated Walker circulation during active spell 
composites denote ascending branch over Indian landmass, 
which is in relatively better agreement with observation as 
compared to other sensitivity experiments. NOICE runs 
(NSAS-NOICE, SAS-NOICE) composites during active 
spells depict the overestimation of ascending branch as 

compared to MERRA, which is further improved in ICE 
runs (NSAS-ICE, SAS-ICE).

The vertical profile of humidity is realistically improved 
in ICE-runs, which may result in better representation of 
temperature profile (Supplementary Fig. 6) during active 
and break composites. The temperature (averaged over 

Fig. 13  The intraseasonal variance (ISV) of filtered 30–60 days rainfall anomaly for a GPCP, b NSAS-NOICE, c NSAS-ICE, d SAS-NOICE 
and e SAS-ICE respectively. Pattern correlation of all the sensitivity experiments with GPCP is written in ISMR box for each panel
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Fig. 14  Lag-Latitude (averaged over 70° E–90° E) diagram of regressed rainfall anomalies (30–60 days filtered) a GPCP, b NSAS-NOICE, c 
NSAS-ICE, d SAS-NOICE and e SAS-ICE
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30° E–110° E, 15° S–35° N, Hazra et al. 2017a) bias for 
each simulation is mostly negative and the bias is more 
in the upper levels as compared to lower levels for both 
the scenario (active and break composites). However, 
in both cases, the negative bias is decreased (maximum 
about 2 °C) in ICE-runs for upper levels. SAS-ICE has 
the least bias among all the simulations. All these lead to 
the improvementin the circulation pattern in SAS-ICE-run.

In the case of intraseasonal oscillations, ICE runs 
(NSAS-ICE and SAS-ICE) show maximum power at 
northward propagating mode, which is improved as com-
pared to NOICE runs and has close resemblance with 
observations. Sensitivity experiments can depict the 
northward propagating mode. ICE run (NSAS-ICE and 
SAS-ICE) experiments show northward propagating mode 
(30–60 day mode) of ISO, which is relatively better than 
NOICE microphysics experiments.

NSAS-NOICE fails to capture the westward propaga-
tion (10–20 day mode). SAS schemes depict relatively bet-
ter performance over the equatorial Indian region. SAS-
ICE simulations are superior in depicting the observed 
characteristics of westward propagation, implying convec-
tive coupling is getting stronger with ice microphysics run, 
and 10–20 day westward propagating mode gets improved. 
All of these results suggest that ICE microphysics param-
eterization has the utmost importance in the simulation 
of MISO.

Vertical profile of specific humidity is better simulated 
by the ICE microphysics, which plays a big role in convec-
tion and upper-level cloud formation through microphysical 
aspects (as discussed in Sect. 4.2). Upper-level cloud con-
densate also plays a great role in regulating the active-break 
spell, which is better simulated by ICE run. In contrast, the 
NOICE run fails to capture the upper-level cloud condensate. 
Moreover, as a result, it fails to capture the active and break 
composites.

Results reveal that ice-phase processes are more impor-
tant for capturing the difference between active and break 
composites, while convection parameterization is relatively 
more important for the intraseasonal variance analyses. Dur-
ing active (break) phase of monsoon deeper (weaker) con-
vection (as revealed in the analysis of OLR, Supplementary 
Fig. 2) helps for the formation of more (less) upper-level 
cloud condensate. Therefore, ice-phase microphysical pro-
cesses (i.e., ice deposition, freezing, condensation, riming, 
etc.) and thermodynamical phase changes are more promi-
nent for capturing the difference between active and break 
composites. On the other hand, for intraseasonal variance 
analyses, convection parameterization is relatively more 
important because it depends on the large-scale supply of 
moisture (e.g., Ham and Hong 2013). The availability of 
moisture or specific humidity is determined by the differ-
ent types of convection schemes. As a result, prominent 

differences are seen between SAS and NSAS convection 
scheme for intraseasonal variance analyses.

In a nutshell, to explain the mechanism, we have pre-
sented a schematic diagram in Fig. 15. Proper representation 
of upper-level cloud condensate in ICE run (i.e., with ice 
phase microphysics) leads to proper representation of spe-
cific humidity in active and break spells. Better representa-
tion of upper-level cloud condensate further (though latent 
heating, Hazra et al. 2017a) leads to realistic modulation of 
atmospheric circulation and better simulation of convection 
(as represented by OLR) in active and break spell of ICE 
run. As a result, better simulation of active and break occurs 
in the ICE run (Fig. 15a).

In contrast, NOICE run (i.e., with warm phase micro-
physics) has no significant amount of upper-level cloud 
condensate in the active phase. It leads to an improper 
representation of specific humidity. Also, there is an insig-
nificant difference of OLR (convection) between active and 
break simulation in NOICE run. Unrealistic modulation of 

Fig. 15  Schematic diagram illustrating possible mechanism for the 
betterment of active and break simulation in a ice phase microphysics 
(ICE run) and b unrealistic (sparse) simulation of active and break in 
warm phase microphysics (NOICE run) simulations
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atmospheric circulation is noted, and hence convection is 
suppressed in the active phase. As a result, NOICE runs 
simulated active, and break phase is scattered/sparse (not 
simulated realistically) (Fig. 15b).

Thus, the study has highlighted the important role of 
ice-microphysics and convective parameterization for the 
improved simulation of ISMR and MISO.
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